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Abstract
We study the problem of structuring a learned representation to significantly im-
prove performance without supervision. Unlike most methods which focus on using
side information like weak supervision or defining new regularization objectives,
we focus on improving the learned representation by structuring the architecture
of the model. We propose a self-attention based architecture to make the encoder
explicitly associate parts of the representation with parts of the input observation.
Meanwhile, our structural decoder architecture encourages a hierarchical structure
in the latent space, akin to structural causal models, and learns a natural ordering
of the latent mechanisms. We demonstrate how these models learn a representation
which improves results in a variety of downstream tasks including generation,
disentanglement, and transfer using several challenging and natural image datasets.
1 Introduction
Deep learning has facilitated strong results on a plethora of interesting tasks. However, performing
well on a highly specific dataset is usually insufficient to satisfactorily solve real-world problems [1, 2].
This has lead to a particular interest in learning more general representations which can help transfer
to a variety of downstream tasks [3, 4, 5]. Here deep learning provides a flexible paradigm to train
complex architectures based on autoencoders [6, 7] allowing us to embed powerful inductive biases
into our models to further structure the representations making them more useful. However, it is still
largely open what kinds of structure in a representation are most effective for transfer learning and
how to learn such structures without supervision [8]. One direction that may contribute to an answer
is causal inference, as it focuses on identifying the underlying (causal) mechanisms that generated
the observations, instead of relying on (possibly spurious) correlations [9, 10, 11].
With the versatility of deep learning in one hand, and the conceptual insights of causality in the other,
our contributions herein include:
• We propose an architecture called the structural autoencoder (SAE), where the structural de-
coder emulates a general acyclic structural causal model to learn a hierarchical representation
that separates and orders the underlying factors of variation in the data.
• We extend our SAEs by structuring the architecture of the encoder to include a self-attention
mechanism to produce the Attention-Structural autoencoder (ASAE - pronounced "assay"),
which makes it possible to understand where information in the latent space comes from in
the observation.
• We provide a sampling method that can be used for autoencoder based generative models
which does not use an explicit regularization objective and instead relies on independence in
the latent space.
• We investigate the structure of the representation learned by our models to understand how
an attention mechanism in the encoder can improve the interpretability of the representation,
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and how the hierarchy of mechanisms learned by the structural decoder can produce a both
disentangled and continuous representation.
• We evaluate our architectures against several common baselines using challenging datasets
including natural images on reconstruction, generation, disentanglement, fairness, abstract
visual reasoning and transfer.
Related Work The most popular autoencoder based method is the Variational Autoencoder
(VAE) [12] and the closely related βVAE [13]. These methods focus on matching the distribu-
tion in the latent space to a known prior distribution by regularizing the reconstruction training
objective. Although this structure is convenient for generative modelling and even tends to disen-
tangle the latent space to some extent, it comes at the cost of somewhat blurry images due to mode
collapse and holes in the latent space [8, 13, 14, 15]. Our more structured architectures are related
to the Variational Ladder autoencoder (VLAE) [16] which separates the latent space into separate
chunks each of which is processed at different levels of the encoder and decoder. However, unlike
VLAEs, the attention mechanism in our ASAEs explicitly produces an attention map to make the
model more interpretable and our Str-Tfm layers in the structural decoder integrate information from
the latent space in a more structured way, similarly to the Ada-in layers from Style-GANs [17].
2 Method
Causal Representation Learning Graphical causal modeling builds on random variables
Si := fi(PAi, Ui), (i = 1, . . . , n), (1)
connected by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose edges represent direct causation. Each Si is
computed using a function fi depending on its parents PAi in the graph and on an unexplained noise
variable Ui, ensuring that the “mechanism” (1) can represent any conditional distribution p(Si|PAi).
The noises U1, . . . , Un are assumed to be jointly independent. The DAG along with the mechanisms
(1) is referred to as a Structural Causal Model (SCM) [9]. Any joint distribution of the Si can be
expressed as an SCM using suitable fi and Ui. However, the SCM also represents interventions (e.g.,
fixing values of Ui or Si).
Real-world observations, however, are often not structured into meaningful causal variables and
mechanisms to begin with. One may attempt to try and learn a representation consisting of causal
variables or disentangled "factors" which are statistically independent [13]. However, in an SCM it is
not the Si that should be independent, but the Ui. For this reason we believe that the representation
should comprise theUi as latent variables, driving the causal mechanisms in a way that can structurally
implement (1). This embeds an SCM into a larger model whose inputs and outputs may be high-
dimensional and unstructured (e.g., images) [18, 11].
Given (high-dimensional) X = (X1, . . . , Xd), we first use an encoder fenc : Rd → Rn taking X
to a latent representation U = (U1, . . . , Un). Next, we apply the SCM, with the Ui feeding into
subsequent computation layers according to a causal ordering (see Supplement), i.e., the root node(s)
in the DAG only depend on "their" noise variables, while later ones depend on their noise and those of
their parents, and so on. The depth in the network thus corresponds to a causal ordering (cf. Figure 1b
below). Finally, we apply a decoder fdec taking us back to Rd. If the causal graph were known, the
topology of the network implementing the SCM could be fixed accordingly. Below, we assume that
we do not know it, and thus our decoder will learn the composition of SCM and decoder, with the
SCM effectively becoming an unidentified part thereof.
By choosing the decoder topology, we ensure that different parts of the noise vector should feed
into separate subsequent components/mechanisms (using connections skipping layers). In view of
the above considerations, this means that in principle, any SCM can be learned and embedded in
this architecture. In analogy to structural causal models, we will below refer to this as a structural
decoder.
The above shows that an autoencoder with independent latent variables can be viewed as the com-
position of an (anticausal) encoder that recognizes or reconstructs causal drivers in the world, and
a (causal) generator that maps the low dimensional latent representation (of the noises driving the
causal model) back to the high dimensional world.
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Figure (1) An overview of the proposed architectures and how they are used to extract the latent
vector q from input observation x in 1a, and then recover the reconstruction xˆ from the latent vector
q in 1b. Note that j corresponds to the patch/pixel index.
Structural Decoders Our structural decoder splits the latent vector into K ∈ {4, 6, 12} segments
of {3, 2, 1} dimensions, respectively, and each segment is applied to its own Structural-Transform
(Str-Tfm) layer (as seen in Figure 1b).
One way to interpret how this architecture structures the latent space is that each Str-Tfm layer acts
just like an fi in equation 1 by integrating the information from a latent variable Ui to transform the
features PAi from earlier layers. Consequently, the more high-level, abstract factors of variation may
be processed deeper in the decoder in the first few layers, while the more low-level, linear features are
treated towards the end of the model, thereby resulting in a hierarchical structure in the latent space.
Attention Encoders We propose including a self-attention mechanism in the encoder to make
the latent space more interpretable. The encoder employs H ∈ {4, 6, 12} attention heads to select
patches from the input image to process based on an activation mask from self-attention [19]. The
input image is split into overlapping 4x4 patches (represented with red boundaries in Figure 1a)
each of which are processed independently, with the corresponding position coordinates of the patch
concatenated to break the translation invariance as in [20]. The attention heads non-competitively
extract features using a soft self-attention mechanism across all patches. Finally, each head encodes
the information it extracted into {3, 2, 1} dimensions (corresponding to qh), depending on the number
of heads such that when concatenated the latent vector has 12 dimensions (see Figure 1a).
This architecture links up parts of the latent vector with parts of the observations and helps learning
the encoder. This is also why we propose only using a single self-attention layer, unlike other
transformer-style architectures [19]. Since each attention head specifies an activation map over the
whole input image to encode information in its part of the latent space, we can explicitly see where in
the image the information contained in each segment of the latent space originated. Additionally, if
a part of the image is particularly informative, multiple heads can focus on it because the attention
mechanism is non-competitive, allowing specialization without competition. The ASAE architecture
is inspired by recurrent independent mechanisms [21], except that instead of the attention being
over different events in a dynamical system the model attends to different factors of variation in a
distribution over images.
Generation For generative modelling, it is necessary to sample novel latent vectors that are
transformed into (synthetic) observations using the decoder. Usually, this is done by regularizing
the training objective by estimating the difference between the latent distribution and some desired
prior distribution [12, 22]. However, in practice, regularization techniques can fail to match the prior
perfectly, leading to model collapse and blurry samples [23].
We suggest an alternative sampling method. Inspired by [24], we refer to it as hybrid sampling:
The model keeps a small set of N (= 128) latent vectors stored (much smaller than the training
dataset). To generate a new latent vector, a value for each of the D (= 12) dimensions is selected
independently from the N stored latent vectors uniformly at random. This, in principle, allows the
model to generate ND unique latent vectors. It works best if the latent dimensions are independent
from another (consistent with the causal view of the latent variables as noises driving an SCM),
which is much milder than assuming the latent distribution matches an isotropic normal, and holds
especially well for disentangled representations. Note that hybrid sampling is directly applicable to
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any learned representation even if it does not have a prior to sample from, however the generated
sample quality can be poor if the representation is not sufficiently disentangled. Alternatively, one
could always perform a density estimation step on the latent vectors after training, and then sample
from that density.
3 Experiments
We train our proposed architectures as well as several baselines on three different datasets: 3D-
Shapes [25], and two variants ("toy" and "real") of the MPI3D Disentanglement dataset [26], as well
as Celeb-A [27]. After training our models on a standard 70-10-20 (train-val-test) split of the datasets
we evaluate the quality of the reconstructions based on the reconstruction loss (using binary cross
entropy loss) and the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [28]. The FID is able to capture higher level
visual features and can be used to directly compare the reconstructed and generated sample quality,
while the binary cross entropy is a purely pixelwise comparison.
Next we compare the performance of each of the methods using a variety of different metrics to
elucidate the quality of generated samples (using our "hybrid" sampling method as well as the
standard "prior" sampling): disentanglement [29, 30], fairness [31], and abstract visual reasoning
capabilities [32].
Finally, we investigate how well our proposed architectures enable the learned representations to
adapt to new observations in transfer experiments, described below.
Models All models have similar sizes (about 1M trainable parameters) with a 12 dimensional latent
space (32 for CelebA), and are trained with the same hyperparameters for 100k iterations, so that the
only significant difference is the architecture and, depending on the model, the regularization (for
details, see Supplement). All the models were trained on the same training set, hyperparameters were
tuned for all methods using the validation set, and all results presented here are on the test set (using
samples not seen during training or validation).
We use three kinds of baseline architectures. The first is called "baseline" and features the default
convolutional architecture used in [8]. The next kind of baseline is called "simple" and uses the same
basic "hourglass" architecture but with several minor improvements. For the "baseline" and "simple"
architectures, we train unregularized autoencoders ("AE"), Wasserstein-autoencoders ("WAE") [22],
VAEs, and several βVAEs with varying β parameters (denoted βVAE or, for instance, 4VAE if
β = 4). The final baseline is the VLAE which also uses a structured architecture to learn a
hierarchical representation. We evaluate our experiments with an L ∈ {4, 6, 12} layer VLAE model
(denoted "L-VLAE" or "LL"), which uses very similar hyperparameters as our ASAE models. For
our novel architectures, the models using a "simple" encoder + a structural decoder are denoted
"K-SAE" (or "KK" for short), while the models using an attention encoder + a K = 12 structural
decoder are called "H-ASAE" (or "HH" for short).
Transfer For the 3D-Shapes and both MPI3D variants, we select one degree of freedom, in this
case the shape of the object in the image, and split the training and test set along that factor of
variation into a larger one called "stage 1" and two smaller datasets (denoted "stage 2" and "stage
3"). In our case, stage 1 for 3D-Shapes contains all boxes and cylinders, while stage 2 only contains
balls, and stage 3 only capsules. For both MPI3D datasets, we use all shapes except for the boxes and
cones in stage 1, followed by boxes only in stage 2, and only cones in stage 3. Lastly, we call the
"overall" dataset the union of all three stages. The models are trained on each stage in series with 80k
iterations for stage 1, and 20k for stages 2 and 3. The samples, Using this setup, we can evaluate how
much a model can adjust the learned representation to include new objects.
4 Results
In terms of reconstruction quality, the 12-SAE model consistently outperforms all baselines and
other variants (seen in Figure 2). This suggests that although the attention encoders outperform most
baselines, it appears the SAE architecture is sufficient for learning high quality representations, so
the attention mechanism may somewhat interfere with the structural decoder. Additionally, from
comparing the "simple" and "baseline" results, the FID is a useful metric for differentiating the quality
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Figure (2) Results on the reconstruction quality for all models and datasets (using the test set).
The "Baseline" and "Simple" models correspond to traditional "hourglass" CNN architectures, while
the "Structural" and "Attention" models use our novel architectures to further structure the learned
representation. For both reconstruction loss and FID, lower is better. Our proposed architectures
consistently perform best in both of the reconstruction metrics.
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Figure (3) Comparison of the generative models using different sampling methods. Note that our
structured models (Structural and Attention) perform well without having to regularize the latent
space towards a prior. Note, moreover, that our hybrid sampling consistently improves VAE samples,
compared to sampling from the prior.
of the models beyond a simple pixelwise loss function (for further discussion, see the supplementary
material).
Figure 4 shows some examples of generated samples for several models and different sampling
methods. Interestingly, both the sampling from the prior, denoted "prior", and our "hybrid" sampling
strategy appears to generate quality samples. At first glance, the 12-SAE model appears to be mixing
colors when using the "hybrid" sampling, however, as we discuss in section 4, our proposed naive
"hybrid" sampling method actually neglects some of the useful structure learned by the structural
decoder. When taking the additional structure into account (as seen by the 12-SAE "strctrd" row in
Figure 4a), the generated samples become virtually indistinguishable from real samples from the
dataset (in the top row).
Quantitatively, we see exactly how much of a difference the architecture makes, and perhaps more
surprisingly, the sampling technique (seen in Figure 3). For almost every model, our hybrid sampling
actually improves sampling results. This opens the door to deep generative models that do not require
some aggressive regularization, which often requires carefully tuned curricula, to enable sampling.
In general, if we consider the distribution of the latent variables (i.e., the push-forward of the data
distribution into the latent space), then sampling from a simple factorized prior can introduce at least
two types of errors: (1) errors due to not taking into account statistical dependences among latent
variables, and (2) errors due to sampling from "holes" in the latent distribution if the prior does not
match it everywhere. Whenever (2) is the dominating source of error, hybrid sampling is effective.
Table 1 summarizes several additional metrics of our models: disentanglement, fairness (measured as
in [31]) and abstract visual reasoning [32]. We see that the more structured models, especially our
SAEs and ASAEs, consistently produce more disentangled, and more fair representations. For more
results, including an analysis of the results on Celeb-A, please see Supplement.
Hierarchical Structure To get a rough idea of how the representations learned using the structural
decoders are different from more conventional architectures, Figure 5 shows the one dimensional
traversals (i.e., each row corresponds to the decoder outputs when varying a single latent dimension
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Figure (4) Qualitative comparison of samples generated by different model architectures (border
color) and sampling techniques (labeled on the left side). Our 12-SAE model produces high quality
samples using hybrid sampling, even though it was not regularized towards a prior. For 3D-Shapes
(left), we can also use the structure of the representation in our hybrid sampling technique to further
improve the samples as seen in "strctrd" sampling and the dashed border (see section 4 for details).
3D-SHAPES MPI3D TOY MPI3D REAL
DCI IRS FAIR. AVR (%) DCI IRS FAIR. DCI IRS FAIR.
AE 0.19 0.51 2.62 99.90 ± 0.04 0.07 0.63 2.35 0.07 0.61 2.19
VAE 0.89 0.74 5.19 91.32 ± 6.14 0.34 0.62 2.50 0.22 0.64 2.33
βVAE 0.54 0.64 4.11 95.42 ± 5.98 0.25 0.66 2.35 0.27 0.73 2.29
12-VLAE 0.85 0.83 7.90 90.86 ± 6.46 0.44 0.60 2.62 0.20 0.58 2.23
6-VLAE 0.70 0.64 7.10 86.44 ± 0.26 0.36 0.61 2.52 0.34 0.60 2.32
4-VLAE 0.53 0.73 3.58 86.13 ± 0.46 0.40 0.69 2.53 0.40 0.66 2.33
12-SAE 0.97 0.89 7.72 99.71 ± 0.35 0.57 0.63 2.81 0.30 0.59 2.32
6-SAE 0.80 0.81 6.62 95.52 ± 6.27 0.50 0.63 2.80 0.33 0.63 2.37
4-SAE 0.70 0.68 5.38 99.95 ± 0.04 0.39 0.63 2.59 0.16 0.60 2.28
12-ASAE 0.91 0.82 6.57 98.16 ± 2.52 0.46 0.70 2.59 0.38 0.79 2.48
6-ASAE 0.59 0.72 4.34 96.46 ± 2.16 0.50 0.71 2.58 0.27 0.71 2.35
4-ASAE 0.66 0.76 4.40 94.81 ± 7.09 0.46 0.72 2.42 0.29 0.75 2.45
Table (1) The DCI metric corresponds to the DCI-disentanglement score [29], IRS is a similar
disentanglement metric [30], fairness is the −log of the unfairness score [31], and the abstract visual
reasoning (AVR) score is defined in [32]. For all of these metrics larger is better. Note that the more
structured models (in particular our SAE, but also the VLAE) always outperform simpler baselines,
and for the more challenging MPI3D-Real dataset, the attention mechanism in the ASAE becomes
more beneficial.
at a time). Note that for all of the models the traversals are presented in their original order. The
traversals illustrate the hierarchical structure in the representation learned by the SAE models as the
information for what one might consider higher-level factors of variation (such as object shape or
viewpoint) are in the first few dimensions, all the degrees of freedom relating to color (low-level)
appear towards the bottom.
The βVAE effectively disentangles the observations in the conventional sense, so that each latent
dimension is independent and corresponds to at most one factor of variation. Meanwhile, the 12-SAE
clearly uses two latent dimensions for each of the three color degrees of freedom (corresponding to
object, wall, and floor color) in 3D-Shapes. Upon closer inspection, the 12-SAE model achieves a
more desirable, and subtle structured representation. In fact, the 3D-Shapes dataset was generated
by independently sampling one of ten hues for the object, floor, and wall. These hues have periodic
structure, which may not be obvious to the casual observer. The 12-SAE model recognized the
periodicity in the hues and consequently embedded each of the three periodic degrees of freedom
into a 2D space, thereby using two latent dimension, in order to keep the representation continuous.
The additional periodic structure and its benefits can be seen more clearly in Figure 6. Similarly the
12-SAE model separates two different components of the color in the MPI3D datasets: the hue and
saturation, without any supervision.
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(a) βVAE 3D-Shapes (b) 12-SAE 3D-Shapes (c) 12-SAE MPI3D-Toy (d) 12-SAE MPI3D-Real
Figure (5) Traversals of a baseline βVAE model and the structural decoder in their original order.
Note the ordering of the information in the structural decoder models where higher level, nonlinear
features are encoded in the first few dimensions, which are located deeper in the network, and the
later dimensions contain more low-level information such as foreground or background color (for
more traversals, see the supplement).
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Figure (6) (a) 2D traversal of the latent space of a 12-SAE model. This shows the periodicity of
the object hues that is learned by the model, and embedded in 2D without supervision. (b) Each
point corresponds to the 2D projection of a latent vector from validation samples, where the point’s
color corresponds to the hue of the object. The dashed line is a best fit of a circle through all the
points demonstrating the periodic structure. (c) A parallel coordinate plot showing the RGB values of
the hues observed during training in their respective color, and the colors of the objects in the 2D
traversal in black. Note that with our SAE model, the object hue changes gradually and the decoder
can produce novel object colors never seen during training
Specialization The attention heads in our ASAE architecture produce explicit attention maps over
the input image, which can be used to identify where the information in each part of the latent vector
comes from, as seen in Figure 7. For instance, for the MPI3D toy dataset seen in Figure 7d, the first
head specializes on the object, the second on the object outline and surroundings, and the remaining
two heads attend to the background. As the number of heads increases, as in Figures 7a to 7c, they
learn to focus not only on a specific part of the image, but also on a specific factor of variation. This
leads to some degree of redundancy where several heads may attend to the same part of the sample,
but extract slightly different information, which would not be possible if all heads were competing as
in some segmentation models.
Transfer We evaluate the transfer capabilities of our models in two ways: first, how the overall
performance changes relative to the performance on the initial training set (from stage 1) as the model
is updated in stage 2 and 3 (Figure 8a), and second, how the performance on only the final training
set (stage 3) is affected (Figure 8b). Aside from the SAE models consistently outperforming the
baselines, for the 12-SAE model, the performance on the stage 1 set is is not negatively affected by
the stage 2 or 3 sets, suggesting that, unlike the other models, the 12-SAE does not overfit in the later
stages, forgetting stage 1. Furthermore, the performance on the stage 3 set is not impeded by stage 2
for the 12-SAE model, suggesting that the representation can readily be adapted to a novel object as
in stage 3.
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(a) 4-ASAE (b) 6-ASAE (c) 12-ASAE (d) 4-ASAE
Figure (7) For each of the models above (a-d), the left column shows the activations of each of
the attention heads where the activation for a single sample is in the red channel and the average
activation over a batch of samples is in the green channel (so appearing yellow when they overlap).
This shows that the heads are specializing on specific parts of the image and that as the number of
heads increases, some heads focus on similar regions, but different information.
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Figure (8) Performance in terms of FID of reconstructed samples of each of the models after the
initial training on stage 1 only (denoted by •) vs. after updating the model with stage 2, and finally
stage 3 (denoted by ×). For FID, lower is better. Note that in Figure 8a, for the K12 (12-SAE), K6
(6-SAE), and L12 (12-VLAE) models, the stage 1 set error does not increase after stage 2 and 3, each
of which contain a novel object. Meanwhile, Figure 8b shows how performance on the samples in
stage 3 is related to the performance on stage 1 samples over the course of training all three stages.
Here, the 12-SAE model does not overfit to the intermediate stage 2 before the final stage 3.
5 Conclusion
We proposed autoencoder architectures motivated by structural causal models which learned hierar-
chical latent spaces that focus on identifying the underlying (causal) factors of variation, rather than
merely focusing on the independence of latent dimensions. In addition, the "hybrid" sampling method
opens the door to structuring the latent space well beyond matching some simple prior distribution
without sacrificing the ability to generate high quality samples. The attention based encoder showed
promise in specializing to meaningful parts of the image, suggesting that such an architecture could in
principle be used to semantically segment images without supervision. We observed that the structural
decoder consistently learned to order factors of variation into a hierarchical latent space that can
include useful relationships between latent dimensions by focusing on the underlying mechanisms.
Perhaps most significantly, for our SAE and ASAE models, impressive results in terms of generation,
disentanglement, and transfer were achieved without explicitly regularizing the latent space, not
even towards independence. While it is conceivable that this is largely achieved by biasing the
decoder towards a causal generator inspired by SCMs, much remains to be understood as to just how
a structure can be learned by architecture.
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6 Broader impact
Statistical machine learning has in recent years focused heavily on optimizing the performance of
systems on supervised i.i.d. problems. While this leads to impressive results on a number of problems,
we believe that it has several shortcomings that apart from hampering scientific progress may also
have broader impact:
1. the best performing supervised i.i.d. systems usually require large hand-labelled datasets,
as well as significant compute resources. This creates an imbalance which makes it hard
for researchers or engineers without these resources to compete. Note that it also creates a
market for human labelling labor.4
2. major resources are invested into building supervised i.i.d. systems that are highly specialized
and only applicable to constrained scenarios. This creates narrow task experts with non-
transferable skills. Note that these systems are also prone to the value alignment problem:
they optimize on a given task, without regard for unintended side consequences.5
The field of causal learning tries to mitigate the heavy reliance on single i.i.d. datasets and instead
attempts to build systems that transfer knowledge and solve many tasks. This often comes in
combination with an element of stronger interpretability of models (our paper above is an examples
thereof). In the long term, we hope that causal learning will help build machines that approach
"common sense" and enable rational and fair decision making in a variety of disciplines.
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